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to control arm robots compliantly
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Abstract
In this article, two new compliant control architectures are introduced that utilize null space solutions to decouple force
and position control. They are capable to interact with uncertain surfaces and environments with varying materials and
require fewer parameters to be tuned than the common architectures – hybrid or impedance control. The general
concept behind these approaches allows to consider manipulators with six degrees of freedom as redundant by creating a
virtual redundancy with a reduced work space. It will be demonstrated that the introduced approaches are superior
regarding orthogonal separation of the Cartesian degrees of freedom and avoid inner singularities. To demonstrate their
performance, the controllers are tested on a standard industrial robot (Stäubli, RX90B, six degrees of freedom) that
actuates two different biomechanically inspired models of the human knee joint.
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Introduction

Due to the industrial need of robots performing tactile

tasks, extensive research has been conducted on robot–

object interaction in the past decades.1 Although the key

control strategies were established in the 1980s, the

improvement of their accuracy, stability and robustness

still challenges the robotic community today. In terms of

haptic interactions, this is mainly caused by the task’s com-

plexity itself: A non-linear robot is used to palpate surfaces

or uncertain environments and is thereby non-linearly

coupled to a partially unknown system.

Two broad categories of compliant or tactile control

strategies deal with this task: hybrid position and force

control methods. They divide the Cartesian task in

force-regulated and position-controlled degrees of

freedom (DOFs)2 and impedance control methods. The

latter relate loads and displacements by a diagonal mass

matrix combined with a regular damping and a stiffness

matrix.3
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The drawback of impedance control methods is that

neither position accuracy nor force precision are determi-

nistic and that its stability is limited by the achievable

impedances (z-width).4,5 Furthermore, they require para-

metrization of the unknown stiffness and damping matrix

(2 R6�6) which depend on the non-linear coupling between

robot and environment. Newer implementations suggest

the usage of observers like the extended Kalman filter to

adapt the unknown and varying mechanical parameters.6

As a non-linear coupling between environment and robot

remains and many parameters have to be estimated, hybrid

methods tend to offer a decoupled solution with fewer

parameters. However, they achieve decoupling in Cartesian

space only. Their projection in joint space remains coupled.

Moreover, the original hybrid approach is working with the

Jacobian inverse making it vulnerable to inner singularities

and therefore potentially unstable.7

To address these shortcomings, Khatib8 and Fisher and

Mujtaba9 presented a different approach to dissection:

Instead of dividing in Cartesian space and applying the

original hybrid method, their method splits position and

force-controlled DOFs into task and null space. Several

authors following this idea of null space dissection

presented various methods for kinematic10–14 and

dynamic11,15–20 control summarized by Dietrich et al.21

However, while these approaches solve the coupling of the

robot tasks, they still rely on the impedance approach with

the discussed drawbacks. The framework of Schuetz et al.22

offers a new perspective as it combines tactile motion con-

trol with the decoupling solution of Fisher and Mujtaba.9

This allows to require few parameters only and to design

the dynamics of the system. However, their method is only

used to avoid obstacles and is insufficient for persistent con-

tact. The specific usage of designing an explicit force con-

troller based on this architecture has not been regarded yet

offers a big potential for control approaches.

The two control methods presented in this article aim to

address this gap by reformulating the framework of Schuetz

et al.22 for explicit force control. They consist of a control-

ler for single force or contact control, and one for multiple

force control of partially or fully coupled nonlinear sys-

tems. As the inherited architecture is based on a null space

separation,22 the control problem can be split according to

the task priority. This prioritization increases the perfor-

mance of the primary task as shown by Sandoval et al.23

and therefore offers a greater flexibility.

The article is organized as follows. The fundamental

framework is explained in the second section. The two new

control methods are derived in the third section followed by

a stability analysis and a proof, that the provided separation

achieves complete decoupling in Cartesian and joint space.

Further the prioritization technique is presented. A detailed

presentation of our quantitative experiments is presented in

the fourth section followed by the conclusion in the fifth

section.

Related work

Within this section several related approaches to decoupled

position and force control are presented and put in the

context of our contribution.

Hybrid position/force control

One of the first compliant control architectures was the

hybrid position/force control by Raibert and Craig.2 The

original idea behind this approach is to divide the Cartesian

task into purely position- and force-regulated DOFs via the

selector matrices Sx and Sf.
2 Both sets of position-dx and

force-df errors are controlled in parallel loops that project

separately into joint space. These control loops are summed

up as joint torques to receive the control torque tc
2

tc ¼ gx SxJð Þ�1
dxþ gf Sf J

� �T
df ð1Þ

with the Jacobian J and the linear control functions gx and

gf for the force- and position-control loop. The projections

SxJð Þ�1
and Sf J

� �T
hereby map the position and torque

error in joint space. Several authors showed that this kind of

control scheme does lead to unstable robot behaviour out-

side the inner singularities.24,25 Fisher and Mujtaba9

demonstrated that a part of the stability issues are caused

by the non-ideal separation of force and position DOFs.

Although only certain degrees should be controlled by the

position or force loop, the usage of the full rank Jacobian

does lead to cross coupling. Therefore, Fisher and Mujtaba9

proposed projections by the reduced Jacobian. The Carte-

sian position error is projected by the identity-weighted

pseudo-inverse8 of the position-selected Jacobian

ðSxJÞ# ¼ ðSxJÞT SxJJT ST
x

� ��1 ð2Þ

while the force error is mapped by the transposed force

selected Jacobian9

tc ¼ gxðSxJÞ#dxþ gf ðSf JÞT df
� �

ð3Þ

Although cross couplings are reduced by Fisher and

Mujtaba’s approach, it can be shown that force differences

still lead to Cartesian velocities interfering with the posi-

tion controlled DOFs. To minimize these effects, the null

space offers meaningful solutions.

Null space solutions

In parallel to the historic development of hybrid position/

force control, kinematic solutions for redundant robots

emerged, whose number of joints n is larger than the num-

ber of DOFs m needed for the task ðn > mÞ. Besides the

higher robustness of the inverse kinematic solution, they

offer the possibility to perform additional tasks in null

space. Therefore, the null space matrix N is utilized. It is

calculated by subtracting the product of the identity-
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weighted pseudo-inverse8 J# 2 Rn�m and the actual Jaco-

bian J 2 Rm�n from the unity matrix I 2 Rn�n. It repre-

sents the orthogonal projection of the Jacobian26

N ¼ I � J#J ð4Þ

Building on this projection any cost function HðqÞ can

be minimized in null space, using its gradient
@HðqÞ
@q

.

According to Liégeois, the joint velocity is augmented by

a gradient descent step with the stepsize a. The gradient is

received by deriving the cost function with respect to the

joints and projecting it into null space resulting in the null

space control scheme26

_qc ¼ J# _xt � aN
@H

@q

� �T

ð5Þ

with the control joint velocity _qc 2 Rn and the task space

velocity _xt 2 Rm. Based on this framework, several con-

trol architectures were developed. They actually reduce

impact forces or adjust a force step. Most of them are

based on impedance control by Hogan3 and are imple-

mented on acceleration level. Nemec and Zlajpah intro-

duced a hybrid impedance control for a 4-DOF arm robot.

It utilizes the null space to react on impacts applied to the

arm while maintaining the position and force at the tip in

work space.27 A similar approach is presented by Sade-

ghian et al. working with null space impedance and an

observer to compensate impacts on a lightweight arm

robot without force feedback.28 Park and Khatib sug-

gested a scheme which is capable to adjust two contact

forces measured at the end-effector and a third applied to

one of its links during velocity-commanded motions.29

Platt et al. presented multi-priority impedance control,

which fuses a Cartesian and a joint impedance via the

null space to adjust a force step in one direction of the

end-effector.30 A recent approach by Sandoval et al. pre-

sents23 a method for surgical application using the null

space to apply constraints in favour of the patient’s

safety. Until now, no approach is known that separates

force and position targets at the end-effector via the null

space on velocity level and actually modulates forces

while following position targets. To implement such a

control architecture, tactile motion control by Schuetz

et al. is adapted.22

Tactile motion control

Influenced mainly by the works of Walker, Gertz et al. and

Chung et al., Schuetz et al. extended (5) by three additional

velocity inputs. These result from control in task, joint and

null space ( _ut 2 Rm, _uj 2 Rn and _un 2 Rn).7,22,31,32 They

provide the opportunity to pursuit additional tasks in work,

joint and null space on velocity level

_qc ¼ J#ð _xt � _utÞ � _uj

�N _un þ a
@H

@q

0
@

1
AT0

@
1
A ð6Þ

Since the goal of this article is the separation of the

task via the null space, it will recap the null space velo-

city extension _un only and physically interpret the

approach. For simplicity, the cost function gradient as

well as the additional joint- and task-space velocity are

set to zero.22

_qc ¼ J# _xt � N _un : ð7Þ

Like Walker, Schuetz et al. reduced the translatory

three-dimensional contact phenomena to a one-

dimensional equation.7,22 Consequently, the Jacobian

J 2 R3�n describes the translatory part of the general Jaco-

bian at the tool centre point. Introducing the translatory

Jacobian at the impact point Jp 2 R3�n and the normalized

force vector nf 2 R3�1, the direct kinematic relation33 is

used to transform (7) into contact space. Thereby, the one-

dimensional contact space velocity _xp is obtained

_xp ¼ nT
f Jp _qc

¼ nT
f JpJ# _xt � nT

f JpN _un

ð8Þ

Schuetz et al. used the transposed Jacobian at the impact

point JT
p and the normalized force vector. The velocity _un

was projected to the force-driven velocity at the point of

contact _xf .

_un ¼ JT
p nf _xf ð9Þ

Combining (8) and (9), the one-dimensional contact

relation in Cartesian space at the contact point is

obtained.22 To simplify this equation, the scalar velocity

_xpt and the kinematic variable kn are introduced. _xpt equals

the main task velocity projected to contact space. kn is a

variable that describes the kinematic flexibility between

null space and contact space

_xp ¼ nT
f JpJ# _xt|fflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflffl}

_xpt

� nT
f JpNJT

p nf|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
kn

_xf ð10Þ

By applying a linear elastic material law df p ¼ �cdxp

with a constant spring-coefficient c, the velocity at the

contact point _xp is related to the rate of the contact force

vectorial norm _f p.22

_f p ¼ �c _xpt þ ckn _xf ð11Þ

Solving (11) for the force-driven velocity at the impact

point and combining it with the projection from (9), the null

space controller is received

Wilhelm et al. 3



_un ¼ JT
p nf

1

kn

_xpt þ
_f p

c

 !
|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}

_xf

ð12Þ

Schuetz et al. suggest a linear second order dynamic

with the dimensionless damping d and the time constant

T to compute the force rate22

_f p ¼ �
2d

T
f p �

1

T 2

ð
f pt ð13Þ

Applying the dynamics of (13) to (12) gives the final

control law for the null space force controller

_un ¼
JT

p nf

ckn

c _xpt �
2d

T
f p �

1

T 2

ð
f pt

� �
ð14Þ

In practice, a 9-DOF manipulator is enabled to reduce

forces caused by the collision with its tactile hull.22,34 How-

ever, while this approach is sufficient for handling collision

avoidance, it is not designed for persistent contact control

or applying forces along multiple directions independently.

Null space divided compliant control

The contribution of this article is to combine the ideas of

hybrid motion and tactile motion control. Firstly, the con-

trol law of Schuetz et al. is extended to palpate an unde-

fined surface, while modulating forces normal to the plane.

The control architecture is then extended to handle force

control along multiple directions independently. We pro-

pose an additional null space exploitation by switching

between position and force prioritization.

Contact control on an undefined surface

To achieve a sustained contact control with the desired

dynamics, df is defined as the scalar force error between

the desired force fd and the actual force at the tool centre

point fa

df ¼ f d � f a ð15Þ

Applying the second order dynamics to this force differ-

ence and solving for the actual force rate, equation (13) is

extended for persisting contact

_f a ¼ _f d þ
2d

T
df þ 1

T 2

ð
df t ð16Þ

The scalar force rate at the contact point _f p equals the

actual force rate _f a since the contact and the tool centre

point coincide. Further, the Jacobian at the contact point Jp

does not differ any more from the one at tool centre point J.

The motion around the surface is realized by the position

loop in the main task. Therefore, the position-selected Jaco-

bian Jx is built

Jx ¼ SxJ ð17Þ

Recalculating the null space matrix of this reduced

Jacobian Nx with (4) and inserting it in (12), the joint velo-

city is received with the modified projections

_qc ¼ J#
x _xt � N x _un ð18Þ

The main difference in the control setup occurs to the

null space velocity input _un as it is extended according to

the changed dynamics from (16):

_un ¼
JT

p nf

ckn

c _xpt þ _f d þ
2d

T
df þ 1

T 2

ð
df t

� �
ð19Þ

The result can be used as input for any joint control,

which shows stable behaviour under the expected loading

and velocities. It is only depending on three scalar para-

meters – time constant T, dimensionless damping d and

stiffness c. The algorithm is suitable to palpate and load

unknown surfaces or perform processing tasks, which

need a modulated contact normal force to the surface. One

possible application is painting a planarly defined logo on a

curved surface.

Controlling multiple force directions

So far, the introduced framework concentrates on transla-

tory motions on unknown surfaces. Consequently, the force

is modulated in the direction of the reference force only.

The framework is extended into Cartesian space to regulate

forces in all directions. The idea behind this extension is to

build a separated set of orthogonal contact control loops by

projecting them along their corresponding axis. Therefore,

we divide the normal force into a linear combination of its

elements nf x
, nf y

, and nf z

nf ¼
nf x

0

0

0
BB@

1
CCAþ

0

nf y

0

0
BB@

1
CCAþ

0

0

nf z

0
BB@

1
CCA

¼ nf x
þ nf y

þ nf z

ð20Þ

Null space velocity (9) changes to the following formu-

lation and is now related to three direction-dependent and

force-driven velocity inputs in Cartesian space _xf , _yf and _zf

_un ¼ JT
p nf x

_xf þ nf y
_yf þ nf z

_zf

� �
ð21Þ

Each of this velocities has its own kinematic variable

that analogously calculates equation (10), exemplary

shown for kny

kny
¼ nT

f y
JpNxJT

p nf y
ð22Þ

Applying the projection (10) equivalently and inserting

the force component in normal direction, the scalar velo-

cities at the tool centre point are resolved with the dynamics

from (16)

4 International Journal of Advanced Robotic Systems



_yf ¼
1

ckny

c _xpty
þ _f dy

þ 2d

T
df y þ

1

T 2

ð
df yt

� �
ð23Þ

To analyse the kinematic relation between the joint

velocities and the force component, the attained informa-

tion from (23) and (22) is inserted into (21) exemplary for

the y-related values

_un / JT
p nf y

1

kny

_f ay

/ JT
p nf y

1

nT
f y

JpN xJT
p nf y

_f ay

/ 1

nf y

_f ay

ð24Þ

Hence, it generates higher Cartesian velocities along the

axes where the external force component is lower. This is

especially useful if contact or resistance forces in the inves-

tigated direction exist. Otherwise, it leads to infinite velo-

cities and thus has to be deactivated below a certain

threshold

lim
ny!0

1

nf y

_f ay

 !
¼ 1 ð25Þ

The force-driven joint velocity in null space _qn has to be

low-pass filtered to produce smooth transitions. The pro-

posed null space force control can be combined with any

attitude control. Hybrid separation is solely implemented

via null-space that is calculated over the selected Jacobian

matrix Jx. It filters any velocity component of the force

loop, which interferes with the position control loop.

Stability

Based on the proof of stability by Sygulla et al. for

tactile motion control, the two presented controllers are

analysed.34 Therefore, the dynamics from (16) are mod-

ified for contact (19) and multi-force (21) control, dif-

ferentiated and solved for the corresponding control

variable

d€f ¼ � 2d

T
d _f � 1

T 2
df ; if A ð26Þ

d€f fx;y;zg ¼ �
2d

T
d _f fx;y;zg �

1

T 2
df fx;y;zg; if B ð27Þ

with the boolean expressions

A :¼ fContact Controlg ð28Þ

B :¼ fMulti Force Controlg ð29Þ

Both controllers meet the requirements of their designed

target dynamics and are stable outside the Jacobian

singularities.

Investigation of the decoupling

The proposed framework enables hybrid control on any

joint-controlled robot which possesses a sufficient number

of joints. This means that the number of joints does at least

have to be as large as the dimension of the task space to be

able to perform the task. With increasing number of joints,

the null space is extended and the performance increases

for the task applied to null space. The aim is to achieve a

complete decoupling between position and force control in

Cartesian space. Hybrid control as introduced by Raibert

and Craig appears to offer a decoupled solution at first

sight.2 Yet, by applying the selector matrices Sx and Sf on

the desired tasks in Cartesian space, the controllers are

actually not really decoupled.9 They remain active along

the non-selected DOFs and try to achieve zero velocity or

zero loading, respectively, along those DOFs. The actual

output of both control loops is concurrent and leads to

decreasing performance. Therefore, a different approach

to dissection has been taken by Fisher and Mujtaba,9 which

is described in (3). Regarding joint velocity and introducing

the position- and force-driven Cartesian velocities _xx and

_xf , it can be reformulated

_qc ¼ ðSxJÞ# _xx þ ðSf JÞT _xf

¼ _qx þ _qf

ð30Þ

This equation consists of the position-driven and force

joint velocity ( _qx and _qf ). Transferring the joint velocities

back to Cartesian space by the multiplication with the full

Jacobian and looking only at the position-selected veloci-

ties. It can be recognized that force-driven velocities inter-

act with position-selected ones

SxJ _qc ¼ SxJðSxJÞ# _xx

þ SxJðSf JÞT _xf

ð31Þ

This can be proven by the dot product between the two

addends which is in general not equal to zero. Therefore,

the separation of Fisher and Mujtaba does not lead to ortho-

gonal decoupled velocity components. Both control loops

interact with each other within Cartesian space

SxJðSxJÞ# _xx

� �
� SxJðSf JÞT _xf

� �
6¼ 0 ð32Þ

In contrast to that, null space division implements an

orthogonal split. Considering the syntax of the force- and

position-driven Cartesian velocities, (18) is rewritten to a

more general form

_qc ¼ ðSxJÞ# _xx þ N xJT _xf ð33Þ

Repeating the projection of the position-selected Carte-

sian velocity and building the dot product, it can be seen

that the velocities are split orthogonally. The dot product

between the addends is equal to zero due to the definition of

the null space matrix, which is the orthogonal projection of

the position-selected Jacobian26

Wilhelm et al. 5



SxJðSxJÞ# _xx

� �
� ðSxJN xJT _xf Þ ¼ 0 ð34Þ

The orthogonality is also achieved in joint space.35

Therefore, the dot product of the joint velocities is also

equal to zero

ðSxJÞ# _xx

� �
� NxJT _xf

� �
¼ 0 ð35Þ

Force prioritization

The usage of the null space matrix clearly improves the

decoupling between the force and the position loop, but it

also filters the magnitude of the signal multiplied with it.

Consequently, the control’s main task is prioritized higher

than the secondary task.21 To investigate this effect, a cor-

responding force-prioritized control architecture is

designed. It uses the null space matrix Nf to filter out the

position-controlled joint velocities not being orthogonal to

the force-regulated ones

_qc ¼ N f ðSxJÞ# _xx þ ðSf JÞT _xf ð36Þ

The null-space matrix changes according to the force

selection of the Jacobian

N f ¼ I � ðSf JÞ#ðSf JÞ ð37Þ

Here, the force-controlled DOFs are operating in work

space. While they have full access over the complete joint

space, the position-controlled movements are filtered by Nf.

Neither the joint nor the Cartesian velocities are coupled.

Their dot product is equal to zero.

N f ðSf JÞ# _xx

� �
� ðSf JÞT _xf

� �
¼ 0 ð38Þ

Experiments

Different experiments were conducted to gather informa-

tion about the performance of the introduced control

architectures. Their design concentrates on the two fol-

lowing aims:

� Determination of the contact and multi-force con-

trol’s performance handling nonlinear compliant

control tasks, and

� Analysis of the prioritization effects.

The performance is investigated by two different

experiments or tasks that both are inspired by the biome-

chanical behaviour of the human knee joint. While the

first experiment is designed to investigate the position-

prioritized contact control, the second one is concentrated

on the evaluation of the multi-force control and its force/

position prioritization.

Evaluation of the contact control

The contact control architecture is analysed during the pal-

pation of an unknown surface. The tested unknown surface

is an upscaled 3D-printed tibia (upper surface of the main

lower leg bone) which can be assumed as a rigid body and

is cornered by rising walls. Instead of a tool, the robot is

attached to a femur model (upper leg bone). The setup is

shown in Figure 1.

The evaluation task is to move along the shape of a logo

on the surface of the upscaled tibia plateau while the com-

pression force normal to the plateau is modulated along the

edges. Regarding Cartesian space, this motion is defined by

two translatory position-controlled DOFs and by the corre-

sponding null space regulation of the compression force

(see Figure 2). The force magnitude is defined to apply

continuously varying compression forces in the range from

10 to 50 N in order to maintain contact. The force signal is

low pass (PT1) filtered before processing with a time con-

stant of the Cartesian position is changed via pentic splines,

pausing at the logo’s corners, with a referenced velocity

maximum of 20 mm/s. The task’s execution is visualized in

the supplementary video. Although the velocity of the

referenced trajectory is relatively high for a contact sce-

nario, the contact control shows accurate position tracking.

The maximal Euclidean norm of the position deviation

dxx;max is below 1.47 millimetres (mm). Its mean is 0.35

mm. The task’s position trajectory is illustrated in Figure 3.

In addition, the contact control shows precise

Figure 1. Experimental setup to evaluate the contact control. An
additive manufactured femur replica is moved along a rigid over-
sized tibia plateau, which is cornered by rising edges.

6 International Journal of Advanced Robotic Systems



force-tracking regarding the velocity as can be seen in Fig-

ure 4. The mean force error is 2.62 N. The maximum force

error is 10.79 N. Since the higher force deviations occur

when the contact point switches due to the shape of the

femur condyles, lower reference velocities result in

improved force tracking. Performing the same motion with

half of the maximum velocity (10 mm/s), the mean force

error can be reduced to 0.91 N. The maximum force error

decreases to 6.89 N. The performance of the contact control

is depending on a few already mentioned parameters. The

control parameters were determined by performing a pre-

liminary study in simulation containing 30 trials for each

experiment. These control parameters including the quality

measures are summarized in Table 1.

Multi-force control with position prioritization

The multi-force control is investigated on the basis of a

more comprehensive task. The robot actuates a

Figure 3. Displacement along the z-axis during the task move-
ment. Visualized is the task trajectory sxy and the actual trajectory
in the first plot, as well as the vertical displacement along the task
trajectory below.

Figure 2. The contact control’s evaluation task is to move along
the surface of a logo, while modulating the perpendicular force
along the edges.

Table 1. Control parameters and quality measures of the contact
control task.

Parameter Value Unit

Control frequency 4000 Hz
PT1-Force filter constant 0.04 s
Max. referenced velocity 20 mm s�1

PT2-Stiffness c 10.0 kN m�1

PT2-Damping d 1.2
PT2-Time constant T 0.16 s

Quality measure Value Unit

Position accuracy <0.1 mm
Force accuracy <0.1 N
Maximum Euclidean position error k dx k2

max 1.47 mm
Mean Euclidean position error k dx k2

mean 0.35 mm
Maximum force deviation jdf jmax 12.35 N
Mean force deviation jdf jmax 2.53 N

Figure 4. Path-following of the contact control.

Wilhelm et al. 7



biomechanical additive manufactured model of the

human knee joint. The femur component is rigidly con-

nected to the robot’s tip. The tibia is fixed with the

environment. In contrast to the model before, the tibia

is original size and non-linearly coupled to the femur via

ropes that mimic the collateral and cruciate ligaments

(see Figure 5).

It is necessary to actuate the robot in different Cartesian

degrees of freedom in order to identify the biomechanical

characteristics of human joint specimens (e. g. range of

motion). Loads orthogonal to the actively actuated DOFs

have to be minimized. The task is to adjust the flexion angle

actively while the force components’ magnitudes are

modulated in a range from 10 to 30 N. The position task

is a one-dimensional rotation along the knee’s flexion-axis

from 0� to 11.5�. The remaining DOFs are used to modify

the three-dimensional Cartesian forces in null space. The

maximum angular velocity during the applied flexion is

2.75 deg s�1.

The multi-force control is able to handle the described

tasks, showing precise tracking (see Figure 6). The max-

imum flexion error is 0.75�. Its mean is 0.15�. In gen-

eral, the multi-force control behaves less stable than the

contact control does in the other scenario. The force

error increases during quicker actuation of the flexion

angle compared to non- or low-actuated periods. During

the low velocity periods, the force error is reduced to

almost zero. All the important measures for this experi-

ment and the concerning control parameters are sum-

marized in Table 2.

Comparison between position and force prioritization

In order to identify the influence of force and position

prioritization, the previous experiment is repeated under

force priority. The task trajectories for force and position

control remain identical, yet the flexion is now pursued

under null space. The forces are tracked as main task. As

expected, this change leads to improved force tracking

and less accurate rotation (see Figure 7). As before, the

tracking deviations increase during quicker motions. The

maximal and the mean force error is reduced significantly

to 5.23 and 0.62 N. The position deviation increases mod-

erately to a maximum of 1.45� and a mean of 0.38�. The

following two points can be summarized regarding the

prioritization:

� For force prioritization, the force errors remain very

low and independent of the position related task. On

the other hand, the position errors are especially high

during active movement, as the actual control velo-

city is filtered by the null space matrix.

� Position prioritization on the opposite performs sig-

nificantly better regarding the position related tasks.

Figure 5. Test setup for the multi-force control. The robot is
attached to an additive manufactured replica of the human knee
joint.

Figure 6. Flexion (above) and force tracking (below) of the multi-
force control during the described task.

8 International Journal of Advanced Robotic Systems



Still, the position error increases proportional to the

velocity of the task. As expected, the force errors are

significantly higher than with force prioritization.

The mentioned quality measures are summarized in

Table 3.

Conclusion

In this publication, two new compliant control architectures

were introduced based on null space exploitation: contact

and multi-force control. They are capable of handling inter-

action tasks with partially or fully coupled unknown non-

linear systems.

In contrast to some established methods, Jacobian inver-

sion is avoided and no affection by inner singularities

occurs. By separating either force or position tasks from

the original task space to null space, a redundancy is cre-

ated that is exploited to increase the robustness and stability

of the kinematic velocity projections.

Only few parameters had to be adjusted due to the one-

dimensional contact space projections. In consequence,

less system parameters are required as for impedance or

hybrid control. In addition, Sygulla et al. showed that with

the design of appropriate observers parameter tuning can be

reduced even further.34

The introduced control schemes avoid cross couplings

when compared to the classical hybrid approaches.2 The

usage of the null space matrix ensures a clear orthogonal

split between position and force control. Therefore, the

force- and position-driven joint velocities do not interact

with each other. The described multi-force solutions offer

the opportunity to emphasize either the position or the force

task. Depending on the choice of the primary control por-

tion, the secondary goal is pursued in null space. Conse-

quently, the primary goals always prevail. The use of force

prioritization offers an interesting approach to control the

robot in any direction while remaining stable.
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